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Detecting Bugs by Discovering Expectations
and Their Violations

Pan Bian , Bin Liang , Yan Zhang, Chaoqun Yang, Wenchang Shi, and Yan Cai

Abstract—Code mining has been proven to be a promising approach to inferring implicit programming rules for finding software bugs.

However, existing methods may report large numbers of false positives and false negatives. In this paper, we propose a novel approach

called EAntMiner to improve the effectiveness of code mining. EAntMiner elaborately reduces noises from statements irrelevant to

interesting rules and different implementation forms of the same logic. During preprocessing, we employ program slicing to decompose

the original source repository into independent sub-repositories. In each sub-repository, statements irrelevant to critical operations

(automatically extracted from source code) are excluded and various semantics-equivalent implementations are normalized into a

canonical form as far as possible. Moreover, to tackle the challenge that some bugs are difficult to be detected by mining frequent

patterns as rules, we further developed a kNN-based method to identify them. We have implemented EAntMiner and evaluated it on

four large-scale C systems. EAntMiner successfully detected 105 previously unknown bugs that have been confirmed by

corresponding development communities. A set of comparative evaluations also demonstrate that EAntMiner can effectively improve

the precision of code mining.

Index Terms—Bug detection, code mining, program slicing, instance-based learning

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years various code mining approaches have been
proposed to automatically extract implicit programming

rules from source code repositories [1], [5], [10], [18], [27],
[31], [36], [37] [39], [44], [48], [54], [55], [62]. In particular,
such approaches on bug detection have proven to be effec-
tive [10], [27], [48], [55], [60], [62], and have detected numbers
of real bugs in large-scale systems, such as in the Linux ker-
nel. This further motivates commercial bug detection sys-
tems to incorporate the mining idea. For example, Coverity,
one of the most widely used bug detection tools, leverages
the statistical method to automatically extract programming
rules and detect bugs in some of its checkers (e.g., the
NULL_RETURNS checker [43]).

The code mining approach is based on an insightful
observation: most of the invocations to a specific operation
(e.g., an API) are correct, whereas the defective ones are rel-
atively rare. For example, in the Linux kernel v2.6.39, the
return value of the function alloc skbðÞ is validated before
being passed to the function skb reserveðÞ in most cases (127
out of 128). The only one exception or violation (i.e., without
the validation) is actually a programming bug. To detect

such violations, data mining algorithms are first employed
to extract frequently appeared patterns from source code as
(implicit) programming rules. Next, any violations to these
rules can be treated as potential bugs.

Unfortunately, in practice, detecting bugs with code min-
ing heavily suffers from reporting large numbers of false
positives and false negatives. Many of them result from the
interference of irrelevant statements and semantics-equiva-
lent implementations (both are called noise in this paper).
Mining programming rules requires the source code to be
fully transformed into a database for mining. However, in
practice, a piece of source code may contain irrelevant state-
ments and such statements, if not effectively seperated, will
affect the correctness of the mined rules. On the other hand,
if the irrelevant statements have the similar forms with
those in the rule, some real violations may be missed (see
Section 2.1). Moreover, programmers may adopt different
ways to implement the same logic. If they are not trans-
formed into the same form, the mining and the detection
algorithms may mistake them as different patterns. All
these together affect the mining process. That is, both the
support values and the confidence values (i.e., the two
measures of the interestingness of a mined rule) of the
mined rules may be deviated from what they are deemed to
be. As a result, lots of uninteresting rules may be inferred
but many interesting rules will be neglected.

To solve the above challenges, researchers have pro-
posed several approaches [10], [27]. However, their solu-
tions are insufficient and may further introduce new
problems (see Section 2.2).

In the preliminary version [28] of this paper, we proposed
AntMiner, a divide-and-conquer method to reduce noise by
carefully preprocessing source code. It employs the slicing
technique to decompose thewhole program into independent
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sub-repositories according to a set of critical operations that
often serve as the indispensable elements of the logic of bugs.
AntMiner reduces the impact of above noises by aggressively
removing program statements irrelevant to the critical opera-
tions and carefully normalizing statements into canonical
forms as far as possible. AntMiner takes bug-prone functions
and function return as critical operations, and can detect bugs
caused by inappropriate function calls or incorrect function
return values. A function can be regarded as bug-prone if an
inappropriate invocation to it is likely to cause a program bug
(see its formal definition in Section 3.3.1).

An evaluation on the Linux v2.6.39 shows that AntMiner
can effectively reduce false positives and false negatives in
detecting real bugs caused by misusing bug-prone functions
and returning incorrect values.

However,AntMiner still suffers frommissing some return
value bugswhose corresponding programming rules are dif-
ficult to infer with frequent patternmining. Amajor reason is
that the semantics-based normalization method adopted in
AntMiner is not effective enough in normalizing return state-
ments due to their mutable semantics. The semantics of a
return statement is often determined by how the return value
is handled in the callers apart from preceding statements
(i.e., the context for the return statement). In some contexts,
different return statements may have an identical semantics;
but in some other contexts, the same return statement can
have quite differentmeanings. For example, in the Linux ker-
nel, statements “return�ENOMEM;” and “return� EIO;”
are both acceptable to represent a memory allocation error in
many driver functions (e.g., st probeðÞÞ. At the same time,
the return statement “return 0;” indicates no exception
occurs in some functions (e.g., ioat dma self testðÞ), but is
used as an error flag in some other functions (e.g.,
xhci align tdðÞ). This makes the normalization methods
adopted in AntMiner fail to transform many return state-
ments with equivalent semantics into the same form or mis-
takenly transform some inequivalent ones into the same
form. As a direct result, mining frequent patterns to get the
related programming rules does not work well for return
operations, and some interesting return rules may be
neglected (an example will be shown in Section 2.3).

In this paper, we present EAntMiner, an enhancement of
AntMiner, to improve the effectiveness of AntMiner in three
major aspects. (i) It extends the normalization method to
map return values to a canonical abstract form. In this way,
more semantics-equivalent return statements can be trans-
formed into the same form. (ii) It converts the problem of
detecting return value bugs into a non-parametric classifica-
tion problem. The return value of a function is regarded as
its class label. Taking a set of functions that are most similar
to the one under consideration as training samples, an
instance-based learning method (kNN in this paper) is
employed to discover the most common label among them
as the expected label of the target function. If the function
returns an unexpected value, a potential bug will be
reported. In addition, (iii) it takes decisive conditions under
which a function should directly return to more effectively
exclude irrelevant statements. We will further illustrate
decisive conditions in Section 3.3.2. Note that, the decisive
conditions, as well as the bug-prone functions, are automat-
ically extracted with a statistics-based method.

We have implemented EAntMiner as a prototype tool by
integrating the above improvements intoAntMiner. We eval-
uated EAntMiner on the Linux kernel of both versions v2.6.39
and v4.9-rc3, OpenSSL v1.1.0g, FFmpeg v3.4, and Post-
greSQL v10.1. In the preliminary version [28] of this paper,
AntMiner was applied on the Linux v2.6.39, and found 24
previously unknown bugs. All of these bugs can also be
detected by EAntMiner. The Linux v4.9-rc3was the latest ver-
sion at our experiment time. The evaluation on it shows that
EAntMiner detected 69 previously unknown bugs, including
20 misusages of bug-prone functions and 49 incorrect return
values. By contrast, AntMiner missed about 89.8 percent (44
out of 49) of incorrect return value bugs. The evaluation
results show that EAntMiner performs significantly better
than AntMiner in detecting return value bugs. EAntMiner
also detected 12 previously unknown bugs from OpenSSL,
FFmpeg, and PostgreSQL. The result demonstrates that our
method is not specially designed for the Linux kernel, but
can also be applied to find bugs in other large-scale systems.

This paper makes the following main improvements.

� We presented a normalization method based on
value abstraction to transform more semantics-
equivalent return statements into the same form.

� We proposed an instance-based learning method to
overcome the obstacle of mining programming rules
for return operations.

� We implemented a prototype tool EAntMiner and
evaluated it on four large-scale systems to demon-
strate its effectiveness. Dozens of unknown bugs pre-
viously missed were successfully detected.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we show a high-level overview of our method with some
motivating examples. We present the design and implemen-
tation of EAntMiner in Section 3, and evaluate it in Section 4.
After discussing the limitation and perspective of future
work in Section 5, we review related work in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this section, we show four samples from the Linux kernel
to demonstrate the limitations of the general code mining
approaches, including (1) how irrelevant statements and
inconsistent statements can interfere with the mining and
detection processes (Sections 2.1 and 2.2), and (2) how min-
ing association rules as a fixed baseline can miss some
return value bugs (Section 2.3).

2.1 Interference from Irrelevant Statements

We illustrate this problem with an example from the well-
tested Linux kernel source code. In the Linux kernel pro-
grams, there is an implicit programming rule: the return
value of the function snd_pcm_new() should be checked
immediately to make sure that a new snd_pcm instance is
created successfully before being passed to the function
snd pcm set opsðÞ. Fig. 1 shows a piece of program that vio-
lates the rule. That is, right after line 854, the return value
err is not checked.

Applying a frequent pattern mining algorithm (e.g.,
FPclose [17]) on the kernel code, the frequent pattern
ferr ¼ snd pcm newðÞ, if ðerr < 0Þ, snd pcm set opsðÞg can
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be extracted. The pattern can be taken as a programming
rule to detect related bugs [27]. Unfortunately, the program
in Fig. 1 actually contains all three elements of the rule (at
lines 853, 867, and 858, respectively). As a result, the pro-
gram will be mistaken as an obedience rather than a viola-
tion of the rule. This false negative is caused by the
conditional statement at line 867 as the statement is irrele-
vant to both functions snd pcm newðÞ (line 853) and
snd pcm set opsðÞ (called at line 858).

Analysis and Our Solution. Approaches based on order-
sensitive data mining algorithms, e.g., frequent subsequence
mining [54], [55], may detect such a bug. However, if the
irrelevant statements “err ¼ fðÞ; if ðerr < 0Þ” appear
between lines 853 and 858 (which is quite possible in prac-
tice), the methods would also fail. Besides, the order-sensi-
tive solutions are not scalable (due to their much higher
time complexity than itemset mining methods [1], [10]) on
extracting programming rules. In order to make them scal-
able to mine rules from large-scale software (e.g., the Linux
kernel, which has tens of millions of lines of code), a larger
minimum support threshold should be set. However, this
would miss rules with relatively small supports.

For the example in Fig. 1, the false negative is actually
caused by the statement (line 867) which is irrelevant to the
rule, confusing the detection process. Hence, the bug can be
detected by actively removing the irrelevant statements
before transforming the program into mining databases. To
achieve this goal, we have to distinguish the statements we
do care about from those we do not care about. Our observa-
tion is that a bug often occurs when some critical operations
are called without satisfying some conditions (or precondi-
tions). Based on this observation, we should only focus on
statements that either directly call a critical operation or
impact the execution of a critical operation. The other state-
ments are considered irrelevant and should be removed.

Given a critical operation, one can adopt the backward
program slicing technique [56] to achieve this goal. For
example, in Fig. 1, assuming that the function snd pcm
set opsðÞ is a critical operation (i.e., acting as a slicing crite-
rion), the conditional statement (line 867) can be then
excluded from the corresponding slice. Hence, the detection
algorithm is able to catch this violation because the

remaining statements do not contain the second element in
the identified rule.

2.2 Interference from Inconsistent Implementations

In the preliminary version [28] of this paper, we explained
how variable names and control structures interfere with
code mining (i.e., Sections 2.2 and 2.3). In this paper, we dis-
cuss the two aspects in this section.

The validation to the sensitive data usually depends on
conditional statements. In general, missing effective valida-
tionsmay result in programming bugs. For example, the pro-
gram shown in Fig. 2a illustrates an effective validation to the
actual parameter of function tty hangupðÞ. However, in the
program shown in Fig. 2b, an incorrect conditional expres-
sion (i.e., “C CLOCALðttyÞ” rather than “!C CLOCALðttyÞ”)
is used in the validation. This introduces a bug. On the other
hand, programmers may use different or even opposite con-
ditional expressions to enforce the same validation. For
example, there are two validations on the return value of the
function dev alloc skbðÞ shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, respec-
tively. Although the two validations employ different
variable names and completely opposite conditional expres-
sions, considering the contexts, both of them effectively guar-
antee that the return value is not NULL before being passed
to the critical operation skb reserveðÞ.

Analysis and Our Solution. Efforts are proposed to replace
variables with their data types [27], and simplymake the sim-
ilar expressions identical, e.g., replacing “! ¼ ”with “ ¼¼ ” in
the control points without considering the semantics of
related control structures [10]. However, program statements
with different semantics may bemistakenly transformed into
the same form, because these normalization methods ignore

Fig. 1. A violation to the pattern ferr ¼ snd pcm newðÞ, if ðerr < 0Þ,
snd pcm set ops ðÞg, lacking a necessary check of the return value of
function snd pcm newðÞ.

Fig. 2. Two validation samples to the actual parameter of function
tty hangupðÞ.

Fig. 3. Two effective validations for the return value of function
dev alloc skb ðÞ.
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the semantics of program statements. Therefore, these meth-
ods are ineffective to process the above samples; otherwise
wemaymiss the bug in Fig. 2b.

A better solution is to incorporate the semantic informa-
tion into the canonical form of a program statement. In our
approach, a variable is given a new canonical name that can
reflect where its value comes from; and the control structure
is rearranged to ensure that the predicate, whichmust be sat-
isfied before executing a critical operation, is explicitly speci-
fied in its conditional expression. For example, in Fig. 3,
because both variables newskb and skb keep the return value
of the function dev alloc skbðÞ, they are renamed as
FN-dev alloc skb-0. Additionally, for the program in Fig. 3b,
the conditional expression “!skb” (line 2175) can be reversed
to “skb” to explicitly specify that the variable skb has been
checked against null before being passed to the function
skb reserveðÞ. On the other hand, the conditional expressions
in Figs. 2 and 3a remain their original forms. In this way, the
bug in Fig. 2b can then be detected, and no false positives are
reported for the programs in Fig. 3.

2.3 Interference from Variant Semantics

We observed that many functions take return values as a
payload to pass the execution result to the callers. Subtle
bugs can arise if the return value is incorrect. For example, in
the Linux kernel, the function dma map singleðÞ maps a
piece of processor virtual memory to a DMA address such
that it can be accessed by peripheral drivers. The mapping
errors are checked by testing the returned address against
the function dma mapping errorðÞ, which returns a non-zero
value if the mapping fails. As shown in Fig. 4, the function

ioat dma self testðÞ attempts to map memory (line 340).
It returns zero if there are errors during the mapping
process (see line 343). However, in this scenario, a return
value zero means no error. Its callers (e.g., the function
ioat3 dma self testðÞ) cannot realize the mapping error
and will perform unexpected and dangerous behaviors,
e.g., forcing the Intel I=OAT driver to startup even if the
self-test fails, which may result in unpredictable bugs on
future access to the device.

Analysis and Our Solution. To detect the bug in Fig. 4, tra-
ditional static methods [14], [23], [24] require users to pro-
vide the return rule to indicate that: function ioat dma
self testðÞ should return a non-zero value if the return value of
dma mapping errorðÞ is not zero. This becomes very difficult
or even impossible as it requires a large amount of human
effort. In the preliminary version [28] of this paper, Ant-
Miner attempts to detect this kind of bugs by mining return
rules. A return rule is represented as P ¼> f“return v”g,
which means a function should return v on paths that con-
tain a certain frequent pattern P . Though this method can
find some real bugs from large-scale systems, it may miss
many bugs due to the inability to mine some kinds of inter-
esting rules. For example, the frequent pattern P1 ¼ fdma ¼
dma map singleðÞ, error ¼ dma mapping errorðÞ; ifðerrorÞg
appears in 188 functions in the Linux v4.9-rc3. The functions
that contain the pattern P1 can return “0”, “-EIO”,
“-EINVAL”, “-ENODEV”, “-1”, “-ENOMEM”, “-EAGAIN”,
etc. Among them, “�ENOMEM” is the most frequently
used return value, and the number of functions returning it
is 77. From these data, the confidence of the return rule
P1 ¼> f“return� ENOMEM”g is about 41 percent, which
is much smaller than the minimum confidence 85 percent
[28]. Besides, the number of functions that return
“-ENOMEM”, “-EINVAL”, “� ENODEV”, “-EIO”, “-1”,
“-EAGAIN” is 147. Even if we can normalize them all to
“! ¼ 0” with the abstracting method presented in Section
3.5, the confidence of the rule P1 ¼> f“return ! ¼ 0”g is
about 78 percent, which is not large enough yet. Therefore,
AntMiner is unable to mine a desired return rule, and thus
cannot detect the bug in Fig. 4.

The underlying reason is that the same return value can be
interpreted as different or even opposite meanings in differ-
ent functions. For example, the return value “0” indicates
no error in function ioat dma self testðÞ; but, oppositely, it
means error in function xhci align tdðÞ, which also contains
pattern P1. Using a universal rule may falsely report
xhci align tdðÞ as a bug. Or more seriously, as discussed
above, the rule would not be mined if the functions that take
“0” as error and no error are fifty-fifty. Fortunately, in practi-
cal systems, the more similar two functions are (e.g., per-
forming similar operations and defined in the same file or
adjacent files), the more likely they will use the same return
value to represent the same semantics. To this end, we can
infer the expected return value from a set of functions that
are most similar to the one under detection. And the real
return value is considered to be incorrect if it mismatches the
expected one. For example, 19 out of the top 20 functions that
are most similar with the function ioat dma self testðÞ
return non-zero valueswhen aDMAmapping operation fails.
Therefore, we have a high confidence ð19=20Þ that the func-
tion ioat dma self testðÞ expects a non-zero return value on

Fig. 4. An example that returns incorrect value.
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the DMA mapping error path. As the real return value (i.e.,
zero) is different with the expected one, the function
ioat dma self testðÞ is taken as a potential bug.

3 EANTMINER APPROACH

3.1 Overview

Compared with most traditional code mining approaches,
EAntMiner does not directly handle the whole source code
of the target system. Instead, it decomposes the source
repository into a set of independent sub-repositories on pre-
processing. The code mining is then independently per-
formed on these sub-repositories.

Fig. 5 shows an overview of EAntMiner. First, the source
code is parsed into parse trees, and a program dependence
graph (PDG) is generated for each function definition (Sec-
tion 3.2). Second, it extracts critical operations from the
source code itself without any human involvement (Section
3.3). Third, according to the critical operations, the program
slicing technique is employed to generate a series of sub-
repositories (Section 3.4). A sub-repository consists of the
program slices associated with a specific critical operation.
Fourth, program statements are normalized, and every sub-
repository is converted to an itemset database (Section 3.5).
Finally, EAntMiner iterates over itemset databases to detect
abnormal itemsets. On databases of bug-prone functions, a
frequent sub-itemset mining algorithm is employed to mine
frequent patterns and generate programming rules, and vio-
lations to the extracted rules are taken as potential bugs
(Section 3.6.1). Whereas, on databases of decisive condi-
tions, EAntMiner lets the k nearest neighbors of an itemset
under consideration to decide whether the corresponding
return value is correct or not (Section 3.6.2).

3.2 Parsing Source Code

EAntMiner uses a modified GCC compiler [42] frontend to
parse source code. The source code is parsed and repre-
sented in GIMPLE, which is a language-independent, tree-
based representation. It should be noted that complex
expressions are split into a three-address code in GIMPLE.

The rest of this subsection reviews preliminary knowledge,
mainly about the PDG. Readers who are familiar with it
may skip the rest of this subsection.

A PDG is computed for each function definition by using
an improved algorithm proposed by Ferrante et al. [15]. In a
PDG, a vertex represents a GIMPLE statement, and an edge
represents the dependency information between two ver-
texes. A PDG consists of a control dependence subgraph (CDS)
and a data dependence subgraph (DDS):

� The CDS describes the control dependencies among
statements. In the CDS, if a statement s2 is control
dependent on a conditional statement s1, there is a
control dependence edge from s1 to s2 labeled with
either T or F , indicating that s2 is executed on the
True or False branch of s1, respectively. They are
denoted as hs1; s2; T i or hs1; s2; F i, respectively. A
statement sn is indirectly control dependent on s1 if
there is a path from s1 to sn on the CDS. For example,
in Fig. 4, the statement at line 342 is directly control
dependent on the conditional statement at line 341,
and is indirectly control dependent on the condi-
tional statement at line 319.

� The DDS describes the data dependencies among
statements. A statement s2 is data dependent on a state-
ment s1 if there is a variable x defined in s1, used at s2,
and exists an executable path from s1 to s2 along
which there is no intervening definitions of x. In the
DDS, there is a data dependence edge from s1 to s2
labeled with x to indicate the dependence relation-
ship, denoted as hs1; s2; xi. In our implementation, a
variable is regarded to be defined at a statement if it is
explicitly assigned to a value or it is passed to a func-
tion by reference. For example, in Fig. 1, both varia-
bles err and pcm are defined at line 853, and variable
pcm is used at line 858. Thus, the data dependence
edge h853; 858; pcmi is added in the DDS.

3.3 Extracting Critical Operations

Bugs or vulnerabilities often stem from incorrectly invok-
ing some critical operations. An operation can be regarded
as critical if misusing it tends to cause a program bug. In
practice, either passing an illegal parameter to a bug-prone
function or returning an incorrect value under a decisive con-
dition can result in serious bugs. In the preliminary version
[28] of this paper, we proposed a statistics-based method
to automatically extract bug-prone functions from the
source code itself. Based on this method, AntMiner can
automatically collect potential bug-prone functions, with-
out requiring any prior knowledge of the target system. In
a previous evaluation, it found thousands of bug-prone
functions from the Linux kernel in about 30 minutes [28],
which saves a great deal of human efforts. In this paper,
we generalize this method to further automatically extract
decisive conditions.

3.3.1 Extracting Bug-Prone Functions

As explained in the introduction, a function is considered to
be bug-prone if an inappropriate invocation to it tends to
cause a program bug when executing the function. For-
mally, we define bug-prone functions as follows:

Fig. 5. An overview of EAntMiner.
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Definition 1. Given a function f and a set of constraints c on the
inputs of f , if (1) the execution of function f exhibits no pro-
gram bugs iff all constraints in c are satisfied, and (2) the con-
straint set c is non-empty, then f is bug-prone.

That is, a bug-prone function will certainly result in a
program bug if any of its inputs (e.g., one of its actual
parameters) fails to satisfy the preconditions (i.e., the con-
straint set c in the above definition). For example, the func-
tion strcpyðdest buffer; src bufferÞ is a bug-prone one
because it requires that the size of dest buffer (i.e., the desti-
nation buffer) be large enough so as to hold characters in
src buffer (i.e., the source buffer); and a buffer overflow
will be caused if a call instance of strcpyðÞ violates the above
constraint. In practice, the call to a bug-prone function often
acts as the key element of a programming rule. In fact, in
the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE, a list of soft-
ware weaknesses)1, the sinks of many weaknesses are calls
to some security-sensitive functions.

In real programs, some functions are less likely to get
involved in bugs than functions like strcpyðÞ. For example,
the function isdigitðÞ (a function in C language to check
whether a character is a decimal digit) has no special require-
ments for its parameter. The mined rules for it will be often
insignificant for detecting bugs. Compared with functions
like isdigitðÞ, we are more interested in bug-prone functions
such as strcpyðÞ. However, many bug-prone functions are
not well-known like strcpyðÞ. In many cases, they may even
be undocumented. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a
method that can automatically identify bug-prone functions.

In practice, a bug-prone function call usually produces an
error when one or more of its parameters hold illegal values.
We refer to such parameters as sensitive parameters. In a
practical system, to make sure that the system works cor-
rectly, these sensitive parameters are often validated to ensure
that constraints on them are satisfied before being passed to
the bug-prone function. In real-world programming, a valida-
tion to a sensitive parameter is generally implemented as a
conditional comparison. To this end, our approach to identi-
fying bug-prone functions is based on the intuition: before a
bug-prone function is called, one or more of its parameters
should be directly or indirectly checked by a conditional state-
ment; and the function should not be executed if the check
fails. In other words, the conditional statement is in control of
the execution of the function call statement.

A parameter p of function fðÞ is protected by a condi-
tional statement cs if (1) the function call statement is
directly or indirectly control dependent on cs and (2) p is
checked by cs. A protected-counter for p (each parameter
with a protected-counter) counts how many times p is pro-
tected before calling function fðÞ. Assuming that function
fðÞ is called for T times and the protected-counter of p is t.
If the protected-ratio t=T is larger than a predefined threshold
� (e.g., 70 percent in this paper), function fðÞ is then consid-
ered as a bug-prone function on parameter p.

For example, in Fig. 3b, the call to skb reserveðÞ at line
2184 is control dependent on the conditional statement at
line 2175, which checks the first actual parameter of
skb reserveðÞ (i.e., skb). Therefore, skb reserveðÞ is taken as a

bug-prone function candidate and the protected-counter of
its first parameter is increased by one. After scanning the
whole kernel code, we find that the function skb reserveðÞ is
called 503 times in total, among which 491 times its first
parameter is checked by some conditional statements, and
thus the corresponding protected-ratio is around 97.61 per-
cent. Consequently, with a high belief, the function
skb reserveðÞ is identified as a bug-prone function with
respect to its first parameter.

3.3.2 Extracting Decisive Conditions

In practical programs, a function will end the execution flow
and probably return some values to its callers when certain
conditions occur. For example, when kzallocðÞ returns a
NULL pointer, a function will return a specific value (e.g.,
“-ENOMEM”) to inform its callers of the memory allocation
failure. We refer to such conditions as decisive conditions.
The return value is often determined (e.g., equal to zero, not
equal to zero, or equal to “�ENOMEM”) on the branch that
a decisive condition occurs. In practice, not all conditions
are decisive ones. For example, in Fig. 4, on the true branch
of the conditional statement at line 319, the execution flow
jumps out of the function ioat dma self testðÞ and a specific
value (i.e., “�ENOMEM”) is returned. Therefore, the corre-
sponding condition “src ¼¼ 0” is a decisive one. Whereas,
there are multiple paths on the false branch of the same con-
ditional statement, and the return values on these paths are
not always the same. As a result, the corresponding condi-
tion “src ! ¼ 0” is not a decisive one.

Every condition can be normalized by renaming varia-
bles with canonical names (similar to Section 3.5). If a vari-
able keeps the return value of a function fðÞ, “f” is used to
build the canonical name, prefixed with “FN �” and suf-
fixed with “ 0”. In other cases, a variable will be renamed
with its data type. For example, the variable src keeps the
return value of function kzallocðÞ and its canonical name is
“FN-kzalloc 0”. As a result, the conditions “src ¼¼ 0” and
“src ! ¼ 0” are normalized to “FN-kzalloc 0 ¼¼ 0” and
“FN-kzalloc 0 ! ¼ 0”, respectively.

In practice, if the return values on the two branches of a
conditional statement are the same, the conditional test will
have little impact on the execution result, and thus the condi-
tional statement is unlikely to contain decisive conditions.
Moreover, according to the concept of decisive conditions,
on the branch that a decisive condition evaluates to true (that
is, the decisive condition occurs), a program should return as
early as possible. Generally, there should be no other deci-
sive conditions on that branch. Based on these insights, we
adopt a three-stage method to identify decisive conditions.
First, we compute a return constraint (short for constraint on
return value) for each conditional branch to indicate possible
return values on the branch. Second, we mark conditional
statements whose both branches have the same return con-
straint. Finally, a condition cond is taken as a decisive condi-
tion candidate if there are no unmarked conditional
statements on the branchwhere cond evaluates to true.

For example, in Fig. 6, on branch #1, variable err is nega-
tive (see the assertion at line 6), the return constraint is “<
0”. Similarly, the return constraints of branches #2 and #3
are “ ¼¼ 0 jj ¼¼ 1” and “ ¼¼ 1”, respectively. And the
return constraints of branches #4�6 are the same, i.e.,1. CommonWeakness Enumeration, http://cwe.mitre.org
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“ ¼¼ 0”. Because the return constraints of branches #5 and
#6 are the same, the conditional statement at line 15 is
unlikely to contain a decisive condition and is marked. On
branches #1, #3 and #4, there is no unmarked conditional
statements. Therefore, the corresponding conditions are
taken as decisive condition candidates. Whereas, because
there is an unmarked conditional statement (at line 11) on
branch #2, the condition “FN-register dev 0 >¼ 0” cannot
be taken as a decisive one.

Assuming that a condition cond appears in T functions,
and in t functions cond is identified as a decisive condition
candidate. If the decisive-ratio t=T is larger than a given
threshold � (e.g., 70 percent in this paper), condition cond is
then regarded as a decisive one. For example, in the Linux
v4.9-rc3, in 234 out of 279 functions, the condition
“FN-dma mapping error 0 ! ¼ 0” is identified as a decisive
condition candidate. Its decisive-ratio is about 83.9 percent,
which is larger than 70 percent. Therefore, the condition is
taken as a decisive one.

3.4 Slicing Source Code

The original definition of program slicing was proposed by
Weiser [56]. By introducing the notion of PDG, Ottenstein
et al. [33] converted the slicing problem into a reachability
problem in a dependence graph representation of the pro-
gram. Based on their study, several algorithms are proposed
for effective slices computing [15], [22]. Based on these algo-
rithms, a program slice consists of all statements which may

affect the values at some points of interest (i.e., slicing crite-
rion) or determine whether it should be executed.

Identifying Slicing Criteria. To compute program slices for
a critical operation, the corresponding slicing criteria should
be identified at first. For a bug-prone function, vertexes that
call this function in the PDG can be directly taken as slicing
criteria. For a decisive condition, vertexes containing it are
taken as slicing criteria, and the return constraint for each of
them is also computed. For example, in Fig. 3b, the function
skb reserveðÞ is bug-prone on its first parameter and is
called at line 2184. Therefore, h2184; fskbgi is taken as a slic-
ing criterion, where variable skb is the interesting parameter.
For another example, in Fig. 4, the conditional statement at
line 341 contains the decisive condition “FN-dma
mapping error 0 ! ¼ 0”, and the return value on the true
branch of the conditional statement is 0. Therefore,
h341; fdev; dma srcgi is taken as a slicing criterion, and the
return constraint of it is “¼¼ 0”.

Slicing for Every Criterion. In classical program slicing
algorithm [33], the PDG is traversed backward from a slic-
ing criterion, and the encountered vertexes are marked. All
the marked vertexes constitute the program slice of the slic-
ing criterion.

However, the above classical program slicing cannot be
directly used by EAntMiner. The reason is that, the classical
program slicing cannot excludes some noise statements
from the obtained slice. For example, in Fig. 7, taking
h8; fxgi (the bug-prone function sensitive op1ðÞ is called at
line 8 with actual parameter x) as a slicing criterion, the con-
ditional statement at line 6 (i.e., “if ðlen > MAX LENÞ”)
remains in the obtained slice. This is because the function
call is control dependent on it. But this conditional state-
ment does validate the input to the call to sensitive op2ðyÞ
(line 9) rather than that to sensitive op1ðÞ. If the statement is
reserved in the slice, it may be incorrectly taken as a check-
ing for sensitive op1ðxÞ by the mining algorithm.

In essence, this issue is caused by the fact that the semantic
relationship between two statements may still be weak even
if there is a control dependence edge between them. To
address this issue, we design a more aggressive slicing algo-
rithm. Our algorithm also backward traverses the PDGpaths
starting from the statement invoking the bug-prone function
(e.g., sensitive op1ðÞ), andmarks the encountered statements
to compute the program slice. The difference is that a condi-
tional statement is not marked if it is not homologous to the
statement of the slicing criterion. Two statements s1 and s2
are homologous if either (1) s1 and s2 are data dependent on
the same statement s3, or (2) s1 (or s2) is data dependent on
statement s3, and s2 (or s1) and s3 are homologous. In this

Fig. 6. An example for identifying decisive conditions and normalizing
return statements.

Fig. 7. A noise example that may remain in the slice.
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way, the conditional statement that has only control depen-
dence relationship with the slicing criterion is not taken as a
potential validation to the function and, hence, is not added
into the slice. For example, in Fig. 7, the conditional state-
ment at line 6 (i.e., “if ðlen > MAX LENÞ”) is homologous
to the statement at line 9, but not the statement at line 8. As a
result, statement 6 is marked for the slicing criterion h9; fygi,
but is notmarked for h8; fxgi.

Constructing Sub-repositories. There is a program slice for
each invocation instance of a critical operation. All the pro-
gram slices for a specific critical operation make up an inde-
pendent sub-repository for it.

In the preliminary version [28] of this paper, to exclude
statements that are irrelevant to a return statement, the
program points where the return values are actually deter-
mined are taken as slicing criteria. On slicing for a crite-
rion, all conditional statements that the slicing criterion is
control dependent on are marked. But some reserved con-
ditional statements may be irrelevant to each other, and
they will interfere with code mining, resulting in false neg-
atives and false positives. In this paper, conditional state-
ments that contain a decisive condition are taken as slicing
criteria. A decisive condition is highly related to return
statements but has relatively more specific semantics. This
improvement enables EAntMiner being able to reduce
more irrelevant statements.

3.5 Normalizing and Hashing Statements

Every sub-repository is converted to an itemset database.
Every statement is converted to a string and hashed to a
number using the PJW hash function [3]. The hash numbers
of the statements in a program slice will constitute an item-
set (a bag of numbers). Before hashing, statements are nor-
malized by the following four methods:

A. Renaming Variables. In practice, names of variables in
similar contexts may vary greatly. To reduce the differences
in naming, variables in every statement are given new
canonical names. Specifically, (1) for each variable that
either accepts a re?>turn value of a function or is taken as a
reference parameter of a function is renamed as the function
name plus a suffix. ‘0’ is used as a suffix for the former case,
and an integer i is used for the latter case where the integer
i indicates that the variable is taken as the i-th parameter of
the function. (2) In other cases, each variable is renamed as
its data type. For example, in Fig. 8, in the statement at line 3
(i.e., “if ða < bÞ”), variable a keeps the return value of fooðÞ
(called at line 1), and variable b is a reference parameter of
fooðÞ. Thus, variable a is renamed as “foo-0”, while variable
b is renamed as “foo-1” (b is the first parameter of fooðÞ).
Because the value of variable c in “d ¼ cþ a; ” is not
assigned by a function, it is renamed as its data type, i.e.,
“int”.

B. Rewriting Expressions. Expressions in different forms
may represent the same semantics. For example, “aþ b” is
equivalent to “bþ a” in semantics. It is not practical to nor-
malize all kinds of semantics-equivalent expressions. In this
paper, considering the significance of conditional state-
ments and assignment statements for identifying program-
ming rules, we mainly concern with the normalization of
them. Thanks to the GIMPLE representation, this work can
be focused on normalizing binary expressions. For a binary
expression “v1 op v2”:

� If the operator op has a commutative property (i.e.,
“þ ”; “ � ”; “&”; “j”; “ ¼¼ ”; “! ¼ ”) and the data
type name of operand v1 is lexicographically after that
of v2, the expression is transformed into “v2 op v1”. For
example, for an expression “intþ char”, because
“iint” is lexicographically after “cchar”, the resulting
expression is “charþ int”.

� If the operator op is a non-commutative relational
operator (i.e., “>”; “<”; “>¼ ”, and “<¼ ”) and
the canonical name of operand v1 is lexicographically
after that of v2, the positions of the two operands are
exchanged, and the operator op is synchronously
changed to op’ (i.e., the complement operation of op)
to preserve the semantic. For example, the expression
“int >¼ char” is rewritten as “char <¼ int”.

C. Rearranging Control Structures. The same program logic
may be implemented in different control structures. For
example, programs in Figs. 3a and 3b are different in form,
but they both follow the constraint that “the first parameter
of skb reserveðÞ should not be NULL”. To reduce the differ-
ences in form, the control structures are rearranged as fol-
lows: if a critical operation is called only when a predicate pp
evaluates to false, it is negated to pp0 (e.g., the negation of
“a > b” is “a <¼ b”); accordingly, the two branches of the
control structure are exchanged such that the critical opera-
tion is called only when predicate pp0 evaluates to true. In this
way, the validation modes about critical operations are uni-
fied without alerting the original validation logic. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 3b, the critical operation skb reserveðÞ is executed
only when the predicate (line 2175) evaluates to false. The
related control structure is rearranged, as shown in Fig. 9.

By doing so, all conditional predicates, which determine
whether the bug-prone operation is executed or not, will be
normalized to a standard form as far as possible, making
the mining algorithm more likely to be able to extract poten-
tial frequent programming patterns.

D. Abstracting return values. In practice, some different
return values may have the same implications from a high-
level point of view. For example, in Fig. 6, the function
start deviceðÞ returns a negative value on registration error
and returns “1” when the launch operation fails. However,

Fig. 8. An example for illustrating statements normalizing.

Fig. 9. Rearranged program of the one in Fig. 3b.
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both the negative value and “1” are interpreted as errors
and are handled in the same way (see lines 24 � 27) in the
function dev entryðÞ, a caller of start deviceðÞ. Therefore,
when the register operation fails, it is also acceptable to
return “1”, without leading to any bugs.

We abstract return values according to themanner they are
checked in the callers to transform semantics-equivalent ones
into the same form as far as possible. For example, in Fig. 6,
the conditional statement “if ðerrÞ” (at line 24) checks the
return value of function start deviceðÞ. The return values in
function start deviceðÞ can thus be abstracted as “! ¼ 0” or
“¼¼ 0”. The return constraint of branch #1 is “< 0”, under
which “! ¼ 0” is always satisfied. Therefore, “< 0” can be
abstracted as “! ¼ 0”. Similarly, the return value on branches
4 � 6 equals to “0”, and they can be normalized to “¼¼ 0”.
Whereas, the return constraint of branch #3 is “¼¼ 1 jj ¼¼ 0”,
under which neither “! ¼ 0” nor “¼¼ 0” can always be satis-
fied. In this case, the return constraints cannot be further
abstracted andwill keep their original forms.

Note that a function may be called multiple times, and its
return values may be checked in different ways, e.g., “if
ðrv ! ¼ 0Þ” or “if ðrv < 0Þ”. In this case, a negative return
value will be normalized to a couple of different forms,
such as “! ¼ 0” and “< 0”.

As discussed in Section 3.4, a return constraint is com-
puted for each slicing criterion of decisive conditions. The
return constraint is abstracted with the above method. The
program slice of a slicing criterion is transformed into an
itemset, say X; the corresponding abstracted return values
are also stored in the database along with the itemset X,
denoted as rvsðXÞ.

Note that, AntMiner [28] normalizes program statements
by properly renaming variables, rewriting expressions, and
rearranging control structures. However, these strategies
cannot effectively normalize return statements. In this
paper, by incorporating inter-procedural information to
abstract return values, EAntMiner normalizes return state-
ments into canonical forms as far as possible.

3.6 Detecting Violations

EAntMiner employs different detection methods to identify
inappropriate invocations of bug-prone functions and incor-
rect return values. On the database of a bug-prone function,
as done in AntMiner, EAntMiner first extracts association
rules from it, and then reports itemsets that violate the
extracted rules as potential bugs. On detecting return value
bugs, EAntMiner adopts a method different to that in Ant-
Miner. EAntMiner iterates over each itemset in the database
of a decisive condition. It selects a set of itemsets (called
neighbors) that are highly similar to the one under consider-
ation. An itemset is taken as an outlier if it has different
(abstracted) return values with its neighbors, and the corre-
sponding function potentially contains a return value bug.

3.6.1 Detecting Misusages of Bug-Prone Functions

EAntMiner adopts the data mining algorithm FPclose [17] to
discover closed frequent sub-itemsets from the itemset data-
base of a bug-prone function. We first present the back-
ground of association rules to ease our presentation in the
next two paragraphs.

The support of a sub-itemset P is the number of itemsets
in a database that contain all items in P , denoted as support
(P). A sub-itemset is frequent if its support is larger than or
equal to a specified threshold (known as min_support). A fre-
quent sub-itemset A is closed if there is no frequent sub-
itemset B where B is a proper subset of A and
supportðAÞ ¼ supportðBÞ.

Given a threshold min_confidence, an association rule
is defined to be the form A ¼> B, where A and B are
two closed frequent sub-itemsets, and supportðBÞ�
supportðAÞ � 100 percent (i.e., the confidence of the rule,
denoted as confidenceðA ¼> BÞ) is larger than or equal to
min_confidence. The association rule A ¼> B indicates: if
an itemset in the database contains all items in A, it should
also contain all items in B with a probability of
confidenceðA ¼> BÞ. And a violation to the rule is an item-
set that contains all the items in A but not all the items in B.

A trivial method to detect the violations is to enumerate
all itemsets in the database and examine which is a superset
of A but not of B. However, given a database with a large
number of itemsets, this method might be time-consuming.
To speed up violation detecting, we slightly modified
FPclose such that when it discovers a closed frequent sub-
itemset X, the itemsets that support X are also recorded,
denoted as supporterðXÞ. By doing so, the set of violations
to an association rule A ¼> B can be obtained via
supporterðAÞ � supporterðBÞ.

Ranking potential bugs. Violations are ranked before report-
ing them to the users. In our experience, a violation that
misses conditional statements is more likely to be a bug than
those that miss function call statements. Besides, the fewer
statements a violation misses, the more likely it is a bug.
Hence, all violations are first arranged into three categories:
missing conditional statements, missing function call state-
ments, and the others. Among these three categories, viola-
tions in the first category are ranked with a highest priority,
followed by violations from the second category, and viola-
tions from the third category have a lowest priority. Within
each category, a violation that misses fewer statements is
ranked with a higher priority; and if any two violations miss
the same number of statements, they are ranked by the confi-
dences of their violated rules (i.e., violations with higher con-
fidences are rankedwith higher priority).

3.6.2 Detecting Incorrect Return Values

EAntMiner leverages the k Nearest Neighbors algorithm
ðkNNÞ to identify abnormal return values on the itemset
database for a decisive condition. kNN is an instance-based
learning method for classification. For an instance, the
expected label is the most frequently appeared one among
the k neighbors that are most similar to it. The k instances
are selected according to their similarities with the one
under consideration from high to low.

For an itemset X in the database of a decisive condition,
the corresponding abstracted return values rvsðXÞ can be
viewed as class labels of it. An itemset is taken as a potential
bug if it is mislabeled; that is, its class labels are different
with the expected ones. The expected labels are obtained by
kNN. In this way, the incorrect return value identification
problem is converted to a classification problem. The k near-
est neighbors of an itemset X are itemsets in the database
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that has highest similarities with X, denoted as k neigsðXÞ.
The similarity between two itemsets A and B ðA 6¼ BÞ is
computed by

sim A;Bð Þ ¼ 0:9 � J A; Bð Þ þ 0:1 � simfile; (1)

where JðA; BÞ is the Jaccard similarity coefficient between
the two itemsets A and B, and simfile is the similarity
between the file paths in which the functions corresponding
to A and B are defined. JðA; BÞ actually reflects the degree
of similarities between the corresponding program slices,
and contributes most to the final similarity. Whereas, simfile

is used for fine-tuning the similarity such that functions
defined adjacently will have slightly higher similarities and
can be preferentially selected.

The average similarity betweenX and its k\text{-}nearest
neighbors is computed by

av gsim X;kð Þ ¼ 1

k

Xk

j

sim X; Xj

� �
(2)

whereXj is one of the k neighbors ofX.
An itemset X is said to be labeled with rv if rv belongs to

rvsðXÞ. Let supportðrvÞ indicate the number of itemsets
among the k nearest neighbors of the itemset X that are
labeled with rv. And confidenceðrvÞ ¼ supportðrvÞ=k will
indicate how much we believe the itemset X should also be
labeled with rv. The itemset X is probably mislabeled if
confidenceðrvÞ is not less than a predefined threshold
min confidence but rv does not belong to rvsðXÞ. And X is
taken as a potential bug with confidence confidenceðXÞ ¼
confidenceðrvÞ.

In kNN, if the parameter k is 1, only the nearest neighbor
will be considered. However, a common practice in informa-
tion retrieval [7] suggests to use a few nearest neighbors. A
larger k can guarantee that the classification result is more
convincible. However, more neighbors do not always lead to
better results. Along with the increasing number of neigh-
bors, the average similarity between X and its neighbors
decreases. As a result, the classification result may become
less reliable. Because the sizes of different databases may
vary greatly, a fixed k for all databases is less than ideal. For
this reason, we compute an appropriate k according to the
database size. We introduce three parameters that need to be
specified by users:w,min k, andmax k. The value of param-
eter w is from 0 to 1 (e.g., 0:2), andmin k andmax k are two
integers. Let N be the number of itemsets in a database D. If
w � N is less thanmin k, we set k tomin k; ifw � N is larger
thanmax k, we set k ¼ max k; otherwise, k ¼ w � N .

Ranking potential bugs. The confidenceðXÞ implies to what
extent we believe X is a real bug, while avg simðX; kÞ
implies how reliable the detecting result is. EAntMiner
assigns a score to every potential bug. The score for X can
be computed by

score Xð Þ ¼ confidence Xð Þ � avg sim X; kð Þ: (3)

The detected potential bugs are ranked by their scores in a
descend order.

In the preliminary version [28] of this paper, to detect
return value bugs, AntMiner first mines closed frequent pat-
terns as done in Section 3.6.1. And it then infers the

association rules like P ¼> f“return v; ”g, where P is a
closed frequent pattern, and “return v;” is the most fre-
quently appeared return statement among itemsets that
contain the pattern P . An itemset that contains P but the
corresponding return value is not v is regarded as a poten-
tial bug. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, this method
is susceptible to semantics inequivalent but form identical
return statements, and thus may miss some interesting
rules, resulting in false negatives. In essence, the more simi-
lar two itemsets are, the more likely they will obey the same
return rule. However, itemsets that contain the same pattern
may be very different from each other. In this paper, EAnt-
Miner uses the instance-based method to address the above
issues as explained in this subsection.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experiment Setup

We implemented EAntMiner on the top of the GCC com-
piler [42] (V4.5.0) and mainly evaluated it on two versions
of Linux kernel: v2.6.39 and v4.9-rc3. The preliminary ver-
sion [28] of this method, AntMiner, is evaluated on the
Linux v2.6.39. The Linux v4.9-rc3 is the latest version on
evaluating EAntMiner. In our experiments, both EAntMiner
and AntMiner ran on a machine with a Core i5-2520M,
2.5 GHZ Intel processor and 4 GB memory. The source code
for X86 were scanned: 8,042 C files in the Linux v2.6.39, and
15,027 C files in the Linux v4.9-rc3.

The Linux kernel is one of large-scale systems that have
been well analyzed by dozens of bug detection tools includ-
ing [14], [20], [25], [26], [27], [31], [46], [47], [65]. Such a
large-scale and well-analyzed system may still contain both
kinds of bugs that can be easily detected and bugs that are
extremely difficult to be detected. Hence, on such a system,
the effectiveness of a bug analysis approach can be shown.

To illustrate the fact that our apporach is not special for
the Linux kernel, we also evaluatedEAntMiner on three other
large-scale popular C systems in different fields: OpenSSL
v1.1.0g, FFmpeg v3.4, and PostgreSQL v10.1. OpenSSL is an
implementation of TLS and SSL protocols. FFmpeg is a
framework to play and convert videos and audios and Post-
greSQL is one of the most widely used open source data-
bases. Many bug detection oriented methods select them as
the target of evaluations [23], [24], [27], [35], [62].

On detecting bugs caused by misusages of bug-prone
functions, three parameters need to be specified: �; min
support; andmin confidence. The parameter � is used to
identify bug-prone functions. The precision (i.e., the likeli-
hood of an extracted function to be bug-prone) is higher if
we set a larger value for �. However, with a larger value of
�, some real bug-prone functions may be missed, resulting
in false negatives. Similarly, with larger values of min_sup-
port and min confidence, we gain lower false positive rate
but higher false negative rate. By default, we set � to 70 per-
cent, min support to 10, and min_confidence to 85 percent,
respectively.

On detecting bugs caused by incorrect return values, five
parameters need to be specified: �; min confidece; w;
min k and max k. The former two parameters have the
same meaning with those in detecting bugs for bug-prone
functions, and we set them to 70 percent and 85 percent,
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respectively. Higher values for w, min k and max k will
produce fewer false positives but more false negatives. By
default, we set w to 0.2,min k to 5, andmax k to 20.

In essence, the above parameters allow users to control
false positive rate and false negative rate. Users can tune
them during reviewing the reports. In practice, users can
empirically determine reasonable parameter settings by
performing a sampling analysis to the results.

4.2 Experiments on the Linux Kernel

We first evaluated the effectiveness of the statistics-based
method to automatically extract critical operations (Section
4.2.1). Then, we evaluated the ability of EAntMiner on
detecting real bugs (Section 4.2.2). Finally, we conducted a
comparative analysis to demonstrate the improvements
compared to the preliminary work [28] and highlight the
benefits of reducing noise interferences (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Extracting Critical Operations

Overall. Table 1 shows the statistics of EAntMiner on extract-
ing critical operations on both versions of Linux Kernel,
including the number of functions called more than 10 times
and the number of bug-prone ones, the number of condi-
tions that appear more than 10 times and the number of
decisive ones, the total number of critical operations, and
the taken time. From Table 1, EAntMiner extracted 5,885 crit-
ical operations from the Linux v4.9-rc3 in about 140 minutes
including 3,328 bug-prone functions and 2,557 decisive con-
ditions; and it extracted 3,365 critical operations from the
Linux v2.6.39 in about 80 minutes.

In the Linux v4.9-rc3, there are 9,758 functions and 8,112
conditions appear more than 10 times. We performed a sys-
tematic sampling analysis to estimate the recall and precision
of our method. The sampling starts from a random point in
the sample space, and selects one at the interval of every i
samples, where i ¼ 25 is known as the sampling interval.

Recall. We systematically selected 390 functions from all
the 9,758 functions, and 325 conditions from all the 8,112 con-
ditions. We manually reviewed these functions and condi-
tions. A function is marked with “critical” if its parameters
should be protected to avoid bugs, and a condition is marked
with “critical” if the program should return once it occurs. To
avoid human bias, the protected-ratios and decisive-ratios
were invisible during reviewing. Finally, 98 functions and
101 conditions were markedwith “critical”. Among them, 84
functions and 87 conditions were identified by EAntMiner.
As a result, the recall of our method to identify bug-prone
functions and decisive conditions is about 85.9 percent.

Precision. We also systematically selected 133 samples
from the extracted 3,328 bug-prone functions, and 103 sam-
ples from the extracted 2,557 decisive conditions. After a

manual analysis, 86 functions and 85 conditions were con-
firmed to be real critical operations. The average precision
of our method is 72.5 percent. Particularly, it achieves a pre-
cision of 82.5 percent in identifying decisive conditions. We
further studied the reason why bug-free functions are mis-
classified as bug-prone ones by our method. We found that
the most common reason is that the parameters of a function
are validated at the beginning of the function itself, but are
checked again in many callers for the sake of safety. For
example, function brelseðÞ decrements the reference count
of a buffer_header structure. Before calling it, its parameter is
checked against NULL in most cases (87.5 percent: 706 out
of 807). Naturally, EAntMiner marked it as “bug-prone”.
However, at the beginning of the function brelseðÞ, the
parameter is validated and the decrement operation will
not be performed if it is illegal. Therefore, function brelseðÞ
will not cause any bug even if it takes a null parameter.

Threat to Validity. We note that the manual classification
of functions and conditions is somewhat subjective. Human
mistakes may affect the accuracy of the obtained recall and
precision. Despite that, the result of the sampling analysis
shows that our method can reduce a large amount of func-
tions and conditions that we are not interested in at the cost
of missing a small number of interesting ones (about 14.1
percent). For example, the number of functions that act as
slicing criteria in our evaluation on the Linux v4.9-rc3
decreases from 9,758 to 3,328. Non-critical operations are
often weakly related to bugs as discussed in Section 3.3.
Many false positives can thus be reduced by distinguishing
critical operations from non-critical ones.

4.2.2 Detecting Bugs

On the Linux v4.9-rc3, EAntMiner ran about 245 minutes to
generate mining databases for the 5,885 critical operations
and detect violations from them. It detected 7,532 violations.
On the Linux v2.6.39, EAntMiner ran about 120 minutes in
total, and detected 4,246 violations.

Similar to all other static analysis tools, e.g., [14], [27],
violations reported by EAntMiner also need to be inspected
manually. As presented in Section 3.6, violations are sorted
in a descending order by the likelihood of being real bugs.
Users can inspect them in order, and stop the inspection
task when the false positive rate is too high, e.g., no new
real bugs are identified within 20 violations.

The Linux v2.6.39 was released in May 2011. The prelimi-
lary tool AntMiner was mainly evaluated on it [28]. In this
paper, we took it as a baseline to verify whether EAntMiner
can cover the ability of AntMiner in detecting bugs. Ant-
Miner detected 24 previously unknown bugs, including 18
misusages of bug-prone functions and 6 incorrect return
values. These bugs are listed in Table 2, marked with IDs
1�24. We examined the detecting result of EAntMiner, and
found that all of these 24 bugs are detected. It indicates that
the enhanced approach, EAntMiner, incorporates the bug
detection ability of AntMiner.

One of us spent about 20 hours to inspect the detection
results on the Linux v4.9-rc3. The cost of manual work is
acceptable on large-scale systems like the Linux kernel,
which have more than 10 million lines of code. Eventually,
we found that 96 violations are suspected bugs, including 33
potential misusages of bug-prone functions and 63 potential

TABLE 1
Statistics of EAntMiner on Extracting Critical Operations

kernel version Functions Conditions Total Time (m)

#All #Bug-prone #All #Decisive

v2.6.39 6,314 1,984 4,616 1,381 3,365 80
v4.9-rc3 9,758 3,325 8,112 2,557 5,882 140
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TABLE 2
Previously Unknown Bugs in the Linux kernel Detected by Our Tools

ID Bugzilla ID Function Critical Operation Kernel Version EAntMiner AntMiner AntMiner— Cov

1 44431 st_int_recv() skb_reserve() v2.6.39 @ @ • @
2 44441 ldisc_open() register_netdevice() v2.6.39 @ @ @ •

3 44461 sfb_dump() nla_nest_end() v2.6.39 @ @ @ @
4 44471 tmiofb_probe() ioremap() v2.6.39 @ @ @ •

5 44491 setup_isurf() pnp_port_start() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

6 44541 lx_pcm_create() snd_pcm_set_ops() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

7 44551 poseidon_audio_init() snd_pcm_set_ops() v2.6.39 @ @ @ •

8 44561 pcf50633_probe() platform_device_add() v2.6.39 @ @ • @
9 44571 dcbnl_ieee_set() nla_parse_nested() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

10 44621 cgroupstats_user_cmd() nla_data() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

11 44671 ocfs2_create_refcount_tree() ocfs2_set_new_buffer_uptodate() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

12 44681 ocfs2_create_xattr_block() ocfs2_set_new_buffer_uptodate() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

13 44691 lkdtm_debugfs_read() free_pages() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

14 49851 ipw_packet_received_skb() skb_reserve() v2.6.39 @ @ • @
15 49861 wl1271_debugfs_update_stats() wl1271_ps_elp_sleep() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

16 49871 omninet_read_bulk_callback() tty_flip_buffer_push() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

17 49911 moxa_new_dcdstate() tty_hangup() v2.6.39 @ @ • •

18 49921 btree_write_block() logfs_put_write_page() v2.6.39 @ @ @ @
19 96741 atl2_probe() FN-pci_set_consistent_dma_mask_0 ! ¼ 0 v2.6.39 @ @ NA NA
20 98551 mptfc_probe() FN-__alloc_workqueue_key_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v2.6.39 @ @ NA NA
21 98561 mkiss_open() FN-register_netdev_0 ! ¼ 0 v2.6.39 @ @ NA NA
22 98611 r592_probe() FN-request_irq_0 ! ¼ 0 v2.6.39 @ @ NA NA
23 98621 sd_probe() FN-device_add_0 ! ¼ 0 v2.6.39 @ @ NA NA
24 99011 myri10ge_probe() FN-dma_alloc_coherent_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v2.6.39 @ @ NA NA
25 195491 snvs_rtc_probe() devm_clk_get() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

26 195495 lwtunnel_fill_encap() nla_nest_end() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ @
27 195501 mt7601u_mcu_msg_alloc() skb_reserve() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ @
28 195503 tipc_nl_node_get_monitor() nlmsg_free() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ @
29 195505 team_nl_send_port_list_get() nlmsg_free() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

30 195507 team_nl_send_options_get() nlmsg_free() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

31 195509 isp1704_charger_probe() devm_gpio_request_one() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

32 195511 send_fw_pass_open_req() __skb_put() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ @
33 195513 s5k83a_start() wake_up_process() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

34 195515 pc300_pci_init_one() request_irq() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • @
35 195517 apci3xxx_auto_attach() request_irq() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

36 195527 WILC_WFI_mon_xmit() netif_rx() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ •

37 195529 qlcnic_sriov_virtid_fn() pci_read_config_word() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ •

38 195533 intel_soc_pmic_i2c_probe() regmap_add_irq_chip() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

39 195535 gemini_rtc_probe() devm_request_irq() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • •

40 195543 if_spi_probe() destroy_workqueue() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ •

41 195545 rndis_wlan_bind() destroy_workqueue() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ •

42 195547 r420_cp_errata_init() radeon_ring_unlock_commit() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ @
43 195549 r420_cp_errata_fini() radeon_ring_unlock_commit() v4.9-rc3 @ @ @ @
44 195551 radeon_test_create_and_emit_fence() radeon_ring_unlock_commit() v4.9-rc3 @ @ • @
45 188441 nbd_init() FN-alloc_disk_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
46 188451 lbs_cmd_802_11_sleep_params() FN-__lbs_cmd_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
47 188521 skcipher_recvmsg_async() FN-kcalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
48 188531 mtip_block_initialize() FN-ida_pre_get_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
49 188561 wm831x_clkout_is_prepared() FN-wm831x_reg_read_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ @ NA NA
50 188591 ioat_dma_self_test() FN-dma_mapping_error_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
51 188601 ioat_xor_val_self_test() FN-dma_mapping_error_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
52 188611 extcon_sync() FN-get_zeroed_page_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
53 188621 kfd_wait_on_events() FN-copy_from_user_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ @ NA NA
54 188631 vc4_cl_lookup_bos() FN-drm_malloc_ab_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
55 188641 cm3232_reg_init() FN-i2c_smbus_write_byte_data_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
56 188651 sram_reserve_regions() FN-devm_kstrdup_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
57 188661 bnxt_hwrm_stat_ctx_alloc() FN-_hwrm_send_message_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
58 188691 sci_request_irq() FN-kasprintf_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
59 188701 xhci_mtk_probe() FN-platform_get_irq_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
60 188711 wusb_dev_sec_add() FN-krealloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ @ NA NA
61 188721 xenstored_local_init() FN-get_zeroed_page_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
62 188731 btrfs_uuid_tree_iterate() FN-btrfs_alloc_path_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
63 188751 caif_sktinit_module() FN-sock_register_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
64 188761 load_asic() FN-load_asic_generic_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
65 188771 lan78xx_probe() FN-usb_alloc_urb_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
66 188781 br_sysfs_addbr() FN-kobject_create_and_add_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
67 188791 lanai_dev_open() FN-ioremap_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
68 188801 bdisp_debugfs_create() FN-debugfs_create_dir_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
69 188811 lstcon_group_info() FN-copy_to_user_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
70 188821 c4iw_rdev_open() FN-__get_free_pages_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
71 188831 ocrdma_mbx_create_ah_tbl() FN-dma_alloc_coherent_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
72 188841 typhoon_init_one() FN-register_netdev_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
73 188871 ad7150_write_event_config() FN-i2c_smbus_read_byte_data_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
74 188881 dcbnl_cee_fill() FN-nla_nest_start_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
75 188891 public_key_verify_signature() FN-kmalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
76 188901 cpuidle_add_state_sysfs() FN-kzalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
77 188911 qxl_release_alloc() FN-kmalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
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incorrect return values. We reported them to the kernel Bug-
zilla (the kernel development community).2 Because both
association rules and k\text{-}nearest neighbors can suggest
the best way to fix a bug, we also wrote patches for the sus-
pected bugs, and committed them to the Linux kernel main-
tainers.3 Up to now, 69 of the patches, including 20 for
misusages of bug-prone functions and 49 for incorrect return
values, have been accepted andmerged into the Linux kernel
mainline (see bugs 25�93 in Table 2). Among the rest 27 vio-
lations, only six are directly identified as false positives by
kernel developers, and the others have received no response
from the Linux kernel maintainers and thus their statuses are
unknown. Table 3 summarizes the 96 bugs.

4.2.3 Comparative Analysis

We further applied other four approaches AntMiner, Ant-
Miner—, Cov and Coccinelle4 on the Linux kernel v2.6.39 and
v4.9-rc3 to see whether they can detect the previously
unknown bugs found by EAntMiner.AntMiner is the prelimi-
nary version of our method. AntMiner—, as suggested by its
name, is based on AntMiner but without program slicing
and statement normalization. We also applied a widely used
static analysis tool on the Linux kernel. But according to the
user agreement, we cannot name it in the comparison. We
refer to it as Cov. AntMiner— and Cov do not support the
detection of return value bugs. As shown in Table 2, we use
the symbol @ and • to indicate whether a bug is detected or
not by the corresponding approach. Besides, we use “NA” to
indicate the case that an approach is not applicable to detect
a bug. Table 4 counts the number of real bugs detected by
each tool. Finally, we compared EAntMinerwith Coccinelle, a
static analysis tool that detects bugs according to user-speci-
fied matching patterns, to show whether rules mined by
EAntMiner can be used to improve the bug-detection ability
of pattern-based static analysis tools.

EAntMiner versus AntMiner. EAntMiner detected 69 pre-
viously unknown bugs from the Linux v4.9-rc3. AntMiner
also detected the 20 misusages of bug-prone functions. How-
ever, it missed 44 return value bugs. For example, AntMiner

failed to detect the bug (ID: 50) shown in Fig. 4. The reason
has been explained in Section 2.3. The comparison shows that
about 89.8 percent of return value bugs were missed without
abstracting return values and applying the kNN algorithm to
identify anomalies. Therefore, EAntMiner performs signifi-
cantly better than AntMiner in detecting bugs that return
incorrect values under certain decisive conditions.

EAntMiner versus AntMiner—In total, EAntMiner detected
38 misusages of bug-prone functions. AntMiner—detected
only 15 of them. That is, about 60.5 percent of bugs were
missed. For example, the bugs (IDs: 6 and 17) shown in Figs. 1
and 2b were detected by EAntMiner and AntMiner but were
missed byAntMiner– (the reason was explained in Section 2.1
and Section 2.2). Note that, theoretically, EAntMiner may fail
to report some bugs detected byAntMiner—if no proper criti-
cal operations can be extracted; however,we have not encoun-
tered such a case in the experiments. That means, all
(confirmed) bugs detected by AntMiner– were detected by
EAntMiner.

Without loss of generality, we selected the Linux v2.6.39
as the target to evaluate the effectiveness of EAntMiner on

TABLE 2
(Continued )

ID Bugzilla ID Function Critical Operation Kernel Version EAntMiner AntMiner AntMiner— Cov

78 188921 hid_post_reset() FN-kmalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
79 188931 hfc4s8s_probe() FN-__request_region_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
80 188941 beiscsi_create_cqs() FN-pci_alloc_consistent_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
81 188951 beiscsi_create_eqs() FN-pci_alloc_consistent_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
82 188961 mvs_task_prep() FN-dma_pool_alloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
83 188971 irda_usb_probe() FN-kzalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
84 188981 klsi_105_open() FN-usb_control_msg_0 < 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
85 189011 meye_probe() FN-__request_region_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
86 189021 eni_do_init() FN-ioremap_nocache_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ @ NA NA
87 189031 mlx4_ib_query_device() FN-kzalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
88 189041 qed_ll2_start_xmit() FN-dma_mapping_error_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
89 189071 toggle_ecc_err_reporting() �FN-zalloc_cpumask_var_0 ! ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
90 189091 __wa_xfer_setup_segs() FN-kmalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
91 189111 add_grefs() FN-alloc_pages_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
92 189121 wa_nep_queue() FN-kzalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ • NA NA
93 189141 bnx2x_init_firmware() FN-kmalloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0 v4.9-rc3 @ @ NA NA

TABLE 3
Classification of Violations Detected in Linux-4.9-rc3

# of total
violations: 96

69 (�72%) Confirmed as
unknown bugs.

Real bugs

6 (�6%) Regarded as
false positives.

False positives

21 (�22%) Waiting
for confirmation.

Unknown

TABLE 4
Number of Bugs Detected by Each Tool

Tool Linux-
v2.6.39

Linux-v4.9-
rc3

Total

fun ret fun ret

EAntMiner 18 6 20 49 93
AntMiner 18 6 20 5 49
AntMiner— 5 NA 10 NA 15
Cov 5 NA 8 NA 13

“fun” means misusages of bug-prone functions, and “ret” means return value
bugs. “NA”means the tool does not support this kind of bugs.

2. Bugzilla for the Linux kernel, https://bugzilla.kernel.org
3. The Linux kernel Patchwork, https://patchwork.kernel.org
4. Coccinelle, http://coccinelle.lip6.fr
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reducing false alarms caused by irrelevant statements and
inconsistent implementations. We further analyzed the
mined rules for the 21 bug-prone functions for which there
are real bugs detected by EAntMiner. As shown in Table 5,
AntMiner– mined 2,159 rules related to these bug-prone
functions. For each bug-prone function, its top ranked rules
(at most 10) were manually verified to see whether they are
interesting. A rule is interesting if it should be followed,
and if violated, bugs may occur. For example, AntMiner–
mined 30 rules related to the bug-prone function
nla nest endðÞ. We inspected the top 10 of these 30 rules
manually, and found only one of them was an interesting
rule. In total, 149 rules were inspected, and only 18 of them
were confirmed to be interesting ones. The false positive
rate is up to 87.9 percent. In most cases, we found that ele-
ments of an uninteresting rule are irrelevant or weakly rele-
vant to each other. Violations to such rules are always false
alarms. From Table 5, we see that the false positive rate is
heavily reduced by applying our method, i.e., 24.5 percent.
At the same time, more correct rules were extracted by
EAntMiner (i.e., 80 vs. 18 by AntMiner–).

The comparison between EAntMiner and AntMiner–
shows that, by elaborately removing irrelevant statements
and normalizing semantics-equivalent statements as far as
possible, a large number of false positives and false nega-
tives can be reduced.

EAntMiner versus Cov. Cov can also automatically infer
implicit programming rules for unmodeled functions (e.g.,
alloc skbðÞ) to detect related bugs. For example, the NULL_
RETURNS checker can infer the rule “the return value of func-
tion alloc_skb() should be checked against NULL before
dereferencing” by scanning the code and computing how fre-
quently the return value of alloc skbðÞ is checked against
NULL. According to the rule, Cov can detect a real bug
(Bugzilla ID: 44431) in function st int recvðÞ. However,
because Cov directly infers programming rules from the
original source code, its precision is heavily interfered by
the noise statements (as discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
As a result, some interesting rules and related bugs may be
neglected. For example, it missed about 65.8 percent (25 out
of 38) real bugs caused by misusing bug-prone functions in
Linux kernel, which should have been detected by its corre-
sponding checkers (e.g., theNULL RETURNS checker).

EAntMiner versus Coccinelle. Coccinelle is a tool that
matches and transforms source code according to patterns
written in SmPL (Semantic Patch Language) [34]. It is widely
used by kernel developers andmaintainers to detect potential
bugs and to generate patches for the confirmed bugs. We ran
Coccinelle on the Linux kernel with the latest public available
rules for Linux (defined in the directory linux/scripts/cocci-
nelle). We manually reviewed the reports of Coccinelle and
found that none of the bugs in Table 2 is detected byCoccinelle
due to lack of rules.We thenmanually converted rulesmined

by EAntMiner that the bugs 1�18 (i.e., bugs in the Linux
v2.6.39 that misuse bug-prone functions) in Table 2 violate to
the form that Coccinelle can accept and ran Coccinelle again.
This time, Coccinelle successfully detected the above 18 bugs.
This experiment demonstrates that the bug detection ability
of pattern-based static analysis tools (e.g., Coccinelle) can be
improved by integrating rules extracted by EAntMiner.

4.3 Experiments on Other Targets

We applied EAntMiner to OpenSSL v1.1.0g, FFmpeg v3.4,
and PostgreSQL v10.1. Table 6 lists lines of C source code in
a system ðLoCÞ, the time overhead (Time) to scan it, and the
number of violations detected by EAntMiner (#All).

We manually audited the top ranked violations (see col-
umn #Audit) in each project as done in experiments on the
Linux kernel and found 16 suspected bugs in total. We
reported the suspected bugs to corresponding communities
for bug reports. Finally, 12 of them are confirmed to be real
bugs by developers or maintainers and have been fixed in
the latest versions (see column #True for more details). The
rest four suspected bugs are false positives when consider-
ing their contexts.

The 12 confirmed bugs are listed in Table 7, with the ref-
erence ID to retrieve the report of the bug, the name of the
function that contains the bug, and the corresponding critical
operation (a bug-prone function or a decisive condition). Six
out of the 12 bugs are caused by misusing some bug-prone
functions, and the other six result from returning incorrect
values under certain conditions.

4.4 Summary

The evaluation shows that the enhanced method EAntMiner
successfully found more than one hundred bugs from four
large-scale systems. The comparative analysis well demon-
strated that EAntMiner could detect a number of subtle
bugs that are difficult to be found by other tools, e.g., Cov.
In particular, the comparison with AntMiner shows that the
improvements significantly improves the effectiveness of
the approach presented in the preliminary version [28] of
this paper.

5 DISCUSSION

While the method proposed in this paper is effective in
revealing bugs that may be missed previously, there are still
some limitations that we need to consider in our future
studies.

Critical Operations. Currently, EAntMiner mainly con-
cerns two types of critical operations. However, other oper-
ations may also be critical to detecting bugs, such as reading
or overwriting some fields of a specific type structure. How
to cover such operations is an important problem that we

TABLE 5
Accuracy of Extracted Rules

Approach Related Rules Analyzed Rules Correct Rules False Positive Rate

EAntMiner 200 106 80 24.5%

AntMiner— 2,159 149 18 87.9%

TABLE 6
Experiments on Three Large-scale C Systems

System LoC Time Violations

#All #Audit #Suspected #True

OpenSSL 269,355 46 m 457 20 3 3
FFmpeg 851,191 30 m 439 40 8 7
PostgreSQL 864,530 41 m 1,331 20 5 2
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need to address in the future. Intuitively, a direct solution is
to transform such operations into a special type of function
call. To this end, it may be helpful to introduce a little prior
knowledge to identify which (kinds of) operations are criti-
cal ones, as done in [16], [46].

Data Mining Algorithms. In this study, we adopt the fre-
quent itemset mining algorithm to extract programming
rules considering its scalability. For some types of program-
ming patterns, other mining algorithms may be more suit-
able. Programming logics can be represented in forms of
sequences [14], [54], [55], or even graphs [10], [25], [62], [63].
Note that our approach is compatiblewith othermining algo-
rithms. Applying them on a refined mining database will
produce better results. Thiswill be one of our futureworks.

Normalization. In theory, even for a simple expression,
completely recognizing all semantics-equivalent forms of it
is not a trivial task. In this study, EAntMiner can handle
some most common semantics-equivalent representations.
In fact, more bugs can be found if more semantics-equiva-
lent representations are covered. In the future, we plan to
employ deeper semantics analysis [53] to normalize compli-
cated semantics-equivalent representations that cannot be
handled in the current version of EAntMiner.

Types of Bugs. EAntMiner mainly focus on detecting bugs
that misuse some bug-prone functions or return incorrect
values in certain contexts. We will extend our method to
cover more types of interesting bugs, such as concurrency
bugs that miss locks when performing critical operations in
multithreaded programs [8], [9], [31]. There are two main
obstacles to finding concurrency bugs statically. First, it is
difficult to statically determine concurrent codes. Second,
prior knowledge about locks are not always available. We
will try to address above issues from the perspective of
code mining in our future work.

6 RELATED WORK

6.1 Mining Rules for Bug Detection

Engler et al. [14] proposed a method to detect programming
bugs by employing statistical analysis to infer temporal rules
from rule templates such as “<a> must be paired with
<b>”. They have developed six checkers and detected

hundreds of bugs in real systems. The study proposes a prom-
ising direction to detect bugs without specifying concrete
rules. Kremenek et al. [25] proposed a more general method
that uses factor graphs to infer specification from programs
by incorporating disparate sources of information. While
these two approaches are inspiring, the types of inferred rules
are restricted to predetermined templates. This requires users
to specify some specific knowledge about the target.

Various data mining algorithms are introduced to extract
more general rules from real large systems [1], [5], [10], [26],
[27], [29], [30], [31], [38], [44], [48], [54], [55], [63]. All mining
based methods along with those statistical-based methods
[14], [25], [51], [65] accept the reasonable assumption: in a
practical system, programs are correct in most cases, while
on the opposite, a small number of anomalies are likely to
be bugs. These methods first infer frequently appeared pat-
terns from the source code. Such patterns specify the
(implicit) rules that should be followed in coding. Then,
programs that violate the rules are detected and regarded
as potential bugs.

Code mining methods can be categorized into three
groups. (1) Frequent pattern based methods represent a rule
as a frequent pattern (e.g., frequent sub-itemset [27], [31],
[48], frequent sub-sequence [1], [30], [31], [39], [54], [55], or
frequent sub-graph [10], [62], [63]). The relatively small
number of violations are considered as potential bugs. (2)
Template-based methods [38], [44] adapt the mined rules to
templates provided by traditional static analysis tools (e.g.,
Klocwork), and then utilize these tools to detect bugs. And
(3) instance-based methods [61], [63] employ the neighbors
of a function under consideration to identify anomalies. A
function behaves different with its neighbors may be defec-
tive [63], and neighbors of a known vulnerability are likely
to contain similar vulnerabilities [61]. In this study, EAnt-
Miner employs the frequent sub-itemset mining methods to
mine rules for bug-prone functions due to its scalability,
and utilizes the kNN technique to identify functions that
return incorrect values under certain decisive conditions.

In theory, mining based methods can detect many types
of bugs. However, in practical, two types of bugs are often
detected: (1) one or more necessary function calls [1], [27],
[30], [38], [54], [55] are missed, and (2) some prerequisite

TABLE 7
Bugs in Three Systems Detected by EAntMiner

System Reference ID Function Critical Operation

OpenSSL
4800 CMS_SignerInfo_verify() EVP_DigestVerifyInit()
4807 dtls_construct_change_cipher_spec() FN-WPACKET_put_bytes__0 ¼ ¼ 0
4808 file_lshift() FN-test_ptr_0 ¼ ¼ 0

FFmpeg

6381 read_ffserver_streams() avformat_open_input()
6382 rtp_mpegts_write_header() avformat_write_header()
6383 process_output_surface() FN-av_mallocz_0 ¼ ¼ 0
6386 mov_read_cmov() FN-uncompress_0 ! ¼ 0
6387 mov_read_custom() FN-av_malloc_0 ¼ ¼ 0
6400 sami_paragraph_to_ass() av_strtok()
6405 ff_mpeg_ref_picture() FN-av_buffer_ref_0 ¼ ¼ 0

PostgreSQL
14927 heap_drop_with_catalog() ReleaseSysCache()
14928 ATExecDetachPartition() heap_freetuple()

A Reference ID can be used to retrieve the corresponding bug. An OpenSSL bug report, say 4800, can be accessed at site https://github.com/openssl/openssl/
issues/4800. A FFmpeg bug report, say 6381, can be accessed at site https://patchwork.ffmpeg.org/patch/6381. A bug report for PostgreSQL can be accessed via
searching the corresponding reference ID at the site https:// www.postgresql.org/list/pgsql-bugs.
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conditions are neglected [10], [39], [46], [48], [62], [63]. EAnt-
Miner can detect both of them.

If some domain knowledge can be introduced when min-
ing rules, better results may be produced. Some approaches
have been specially designed to infer rules for critical APIs
[1], [38], [48], [54], [55] or security-sensitive functions [46],
[63], and have gained great results. EAntMiner also mines
implicit programming rules for specific operations. However,
it does not require users to specify the interested operations,
which are automatically extracted from the source code.

It is noticed that code mining can be applied to not only
the source code but also other forms of software engineering
data. Rules can be mined from revision histories [29], execu-
tion paths [30], [36], [37], program comments [45], [47], or
even documentations written in natural language [57], [66].
The natural language processing (NLP) technique is employed
to extract rules from comments and documentations. NLP
is also helpful for methods mining rules from source code
[14], [63]. We will leverage NLP to discover the semantic
information behind the names of program elements (e.g.,
variables, functions). The information can be used to
improve the statements normalization.

6.2 Detecting Return Value Bugs

In the studies of Gunawi et al. [19] and Rubio-Gonz�alez et al.
[40], they found that error codes are often incorrectly propa-
gated in file systems, and such bugs are very hard to detect
both statically and dynamically. Jana et al. [23] proposed a
method EPEx to detect error-handling bugs by introducing
some error specifications. EPEx explores error paths and
uses under-constrained symbolic execution to decide
whether the error is correctly handled (e.g., logging error
message or propagating the error value upstream). Kang
et al. [24] developed a method APEx to automatically infer
error specifications of API functions, which can then be used
in EPEx. Different with EPEx, EAntMiner detects such bugs
by checking inconsistencies between the real return values
and the expected ones. Without any prior knowledge, the
expected return values can be inferred from contexts that are
most similar to the one under identification.

6.3 Supervised Learning in Bug Detection

Supervised learning techniques such as classification can be
used to predict whether a software component is vulnerable
or not [32], [35], [41], [49]. Arzt et al. [6] developed a tool
SuSi to identify sources and sinks in Android applications.
Two major challenges for supervised learning methods are
features selection and training data acquisition. Deep learn-
ing provides a good solution to automatically extract fea-
tures [18], [52], [64]. Perl et al. [35] proposed a smart
method to label which commit is vulnerable. Some unsuper-
vised idea can also be used to help find bugs. Yamaguchi
et al. [61] identified functions that have very similar imple-
mentations with that contains a known vulnerability. These
functions probably contain similar vulnerabilities.

6.4 Program Slicing and Its Applications

Program slicing was originally proposed byWeiser [56], and
Chen andCheung [11] extended it tomake the slicing process
effective in some circumstances, known as dynamic program

slicing. Program slicing is mainly used to help debugging
or simplifying testing [2], [21]. Agrawal et al. [2] applied
program slicing to locate known faults. Pradel and Gross
[37] developed a method to automatically infer specifica-
tions from runtime traces. They also adopted the slicing
idea to divide large traces into small ones that consist of
related objects and method calls. Pradel et al. [36] proposed
a framework to compare effectiveness of different mining
approaches, and found that a mining algorithm can
achieve a higher precision on traces that contain less irrele-
vant classes. In this paper, we employ the static program
slicing to identify statements that are relevant to a specific
critical operation.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents EAntMiner, a novel solution to improve
the effectiveness of code mining by elaborately reducing
noise introduced by irrelevant statements and semantics-
equivalent but form-different representations. EAntMiner
applies a divide-and-conquer approach to excluding state-
ments that are irrelevant to certain critical operations, trans-
forms various representations of the same logic into a
canonical form as far as possible, and utilizes an instance-
based learning method to reduce the interferences of return
statements that are form identical but semantics different.
We implement EAntMiner and evaluate it on four large-
scale systems, especially the Linux kernel. The evaluation
results show that our approach greatly improves the effec-
tiveness of code mining, and can detect a large number of
subtle bugs that have been missed previously.
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